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in the beginning...
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in the beginning...
- SPEAKING
- writing
- printing
- reading

!computing

RE-IMAGINING

http://www.conversationagent.com/2007/12/arun-rajagopal.html

http://www.conversationagent.com/2007/12/arun-rajagopal.html
http://www.conversationagent.com/2007/12/arun-rajagopal.html


in the beginning...

- SPEAKING
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- writing

Sargis Ptisak, 14th century Armenian artist. First Page of the Gospel of Mark.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sargis_Pitsak.jpg
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sargis_Pitsak
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- printing

Gutenberg Bible
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- reading
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= making
MEANING



 
 
 
- reading making

MEANING
= understanding

= analyzing

= applYing

= evaluating 

= creating  = INTEGRATing

=
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!computing

Moore’s Law—exponential pace

- computation + networks + communication

- convergence = all media + delivery

- always-connected + always-on

- wireless + sensor networks + cloud
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- DIGITAL
MEMORY

Vannevar Bush—MEMEX 1945

- augmenting mental capacity 

- content storage

- associative memory

- compare & contrast display
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Ted Nelson—Hypertext 1965

- two-way semantic linking

- elaborate publishing model

- protection of copyright

- incremental monetary value of 

snippets of information-in-context

- DIGITAL
LITERATURE
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Ted Nelson—Hypertext 1965

- two-way semantic linking

- elaborate publishing model

- protection of copyright

- incremental monetary value of 

snippets of information-in-context

- DIGITAL
LITERATURE
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Steve Jobs—2010 iPad + Apps + Services

- user experience = magical + revolutionary

- interaction = consumption + “mutuality”

- portability = vast content (re)distribution

- business model

- DIGITAL
INTERACTIVITY
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≠- DIGITAL
EXPERIENCE
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=- DIGITAL
EXPERIENCE



Wired iPad “App”
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BookGlutton
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Times Skimmer
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Times Skimmer
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Times Skimmer
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Wild About Books
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RE-IMAGINING
THE DIGITAL
PUBLISHING
PLATFORM
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enabling conversations...
for enacting the content... 
directed by a reader...
who participates as if face-to-face.

RE-IMAGINING
THE DIGITAL
PUBLISHING
PLATFORM
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questions about content

- vocabulary

- syntax

- format

- interpretation(s)

questions about context

- history

- locality

- biography

- genre
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RE-IMAGINING
THE DIGITAL
PUBLISHING
PLATFORM



control of participation

- author

- experts

- peers

- “strangers with experience”

- anyone else

control of conversational focus

- curiosity

- uncertainty
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RE-IMAGINING
THE DIGITAL
PUBLISHING
PLATFORM



- finding A way
(A FEW EXAMPLES)
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poetry foundation.org
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PARTICIPATION WITH poetry
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thoughtsticker
1976
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thoughtshuffler
2008
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The Tragic Tale of a Genius. Review 
By Freeman J. Dyson. Dark Hero of 
the Information Age: In Search of 
Norbert Wiener, the Father of 
Cybernetics by Flo Conway and Jim 
Siegelman Basic Books, 423 pp., 
$27.50

Norbert Wiener was famous at the 
beginning of his life and at the end. 
For thirty years in the middle during 
which he did his best work, he was 
comparatively unknown. He was 
famous at the beginning as a child 
prodigy. 

His father, Leo Wiener, the first Jew 
to be appointed a professor at 
Harvard, was a specialist in Slavic 
languages. Leo was also an extreme 
example of a pushy parent. He drove 
Norbert unmercifully, schooling him 
at home in Greek, Latin, 
mathematics, physics, and 
chemistry.

Fifty years later Norbert described, 
in his autobiography, Ex-prodigy: 
My Childhood and Youth, how the 
prodigy was nurtured: "He would 
begin the discussion in an easy, 
conversational tone. This lasted 
exactly until I made the first 
mathematical mistake. Then the 
gentle and loving father was 
replaced by the avenger of the 
blood. Father was raging, I was 
weeping, and my mother did her 
best to defend me, although hers 
was a losing battle."

At age eleven, Leo enrolled Norbert 
as a student at Tufts University, 
where he graduated with a degree in 
mathematics at age fourteen. 
Norbert then moved to Harvard as a 
graduate student and emerged with a 
Ph.D. in mathematical logic at age 
eighteen. While he was growing up 
and trying to escape from his 
notoriety as a prodigy at Tufts and 
Harvard, Leo was making matters 
worse by trumpeting Norbert's 
accomplishments in newspapers and 
popular magazines. 

Leo was emphatic in claiming that 
his son was not unusually gifted, 
that any advantage that Norbert had 
gained over other children was due 
to his better training.\" When this 
was written down in ineffaceable 
printer's ink,\" said Norbert in his 
autobiography, Ex-prodigy, \"it 
declared to the public that my 
failures were my own but my 
successes were my father's.\"

you are reading 
a review of a 
book about 
Norbert Wiener

you scroll text 
with up/down 
swipe gesture



participation 
for meaning
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participation 
for meaning
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- STARTING
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- AIMING
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- making meaning
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in the beginning...
- SPEAKING
- writing
- printing
- reading

!computing
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in the beginning...
- SPEAKING
- writing
- printing
- reading

!computing

RE-IMAGINING
enabling conversations...
for enacting the content...
directed by A reader... 
who participates as if face-to-face...
for a new kind of meaning-making.
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intelligence 
awakening 
mankind

barry 
faulkner
1933
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ROLE OF 
MACHINES

Industrial 
Revolution

Internet 
Revolution

Conversation 
Revolution

extend + 
enhance ...

create wealth by 
lowering cost of ...

muscles nervous 
system

collaboration

doing 
physical work

lowering 
uncertainty

new classes of
meaning-making

1750—1850 1955—1995 2010—??

CADENCE OF REVOLUTIONS
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